TIPSTOP
Compression Dressing

Making possible personal.
TIPSTOP Dressing

The effectiveness of a compression dressing and the convenience of an adhesive bandage.

TIPSTOP is a compression dressing, which has been specially designed to stop bleeding after vascular punctures and to ensure a long-term protection of the fistula. Its unique design offers real practical advantages in terms of efficiency and comfort, for both patients and nursing staff.

Features

1. Remove TIPSTOP Dressing from package. Remove protective film.

2. Take TIPSTOP Dressing between the thumb and middle finger while putting the index finger on the back of the compressive element.

3. Apply the center of the compression body to the puncture site without pressure.

4. Remove needle.

5. Immediately apply some pressure with the index finger on the center of the dressing over the puncture site. Pressure level and holding time should be adapted to the characteristics of the access site.

6. Fix down the adhesive wings with pressure only. TIPSTOP has been correctly applied if no peripheral bleeding occurs. TIPSTOP is not a long-term dressing. It must be removed 4 hours after placement once hemostasis is achieved.

PLEASE NOTE: The compression is sterile. First carefully examine that the package is not damaged or open. The compression dressing can only be used once. The dressing should be applied using aseptic technique.

RECOMMENDATION: To ensure that there is no contact with patient blood, it is recommended to wear gloves.

ORDERING INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit of sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114555</td>
<td>Compression Dressing</td>
<td>96/box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact your local Baxter sales representative to learn more about the product.
For Customer Support, call 800-525-2623.